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vessel manufacturers under this section without our prior approval. These
fuel tanks are exempt from the diurnal
emission standards. Note that this diurnal exemption does not affect the requirements related to permeation
emissions specified in § 1045.112. You
must have written assurance from vessel manufacturers that they need a certain number of exempted fuel tanks
under this section. You must keep
records of the number of exempted fuel
tanks you sell to each vessel manufacturer.
(g) Enforcement. Producing more exempted vessels than we allow under
this section violates the prohibitions in
40 CFR 1068.101(a)(1). Vessel manufacturers and fuel tank manufacturers
must keep the records we require under
this section until at least December 31,
2017 and give them to us if we ask for
them (see 40 CFR 1068.101(a)(2)).
§ 1045.630 What is the personal-use exemption.
This section applies to individuals
who manufacture recreational vessels
for personal use with used engines. If
you and your vessel meet all the conditions of this section, the vessel and its
engine are considered to be exempt
from the standards and requirements of
this part that apply to new engines, including standards and requirements related to evaporative emissions. For example, you are not required to use certified fuel system components or otherwise obtain certificates of conformity
showing that the vessel meets evaporative emission standards, and you do
not need to install a certified engine.
(a) The vessel may not be manufactured from a previously certified vessel, nor may it be manufactured from a
partially complete vessel that is equivalent to a certified vessel. The vessel
must be manufactured primarily from
unassembled components, but may incorporate some preassembled components. For example, fully preassembled
steering assemblies may be used. You
may also power the vessel with an engine that was previously used in a
highway or land-based nonroad application.
(b) The vessel may not be sold within
five years after the date of final assembly.

(c) No individual may manufacture
more than one vessel in any five-year
period under this exemption.
(d) You may not use the vessel in any
revenue-generating service or for any
other commercial purpose. For example, this exemption does not apply for
vessels used in commercial fishing or
charter service.
(e) This exemption may not be used
to circumvent the requirements of this
part or the requirements of the Clean
Air Act. For example, this exemption
would not cover a case in which a person sells an almost completely assembled vessel to another person, who
would then complete the assembly.
This would be considered equivalent to
the sale of the complete new vessel.
This section also does not allow engine
manufacturers to produce new engines
that are exempt from emission standards and it does not provide an exemption from the prohibition against tampering with certified engines.
§ 1045.635 What
special
provisions
apply for small-volume engine manufacturers?
This section describes how we apply
the special provisions in this part for
small-volume engine manufacturers.
(a) Special provisions apply for certain small-volume engine manufacturers, as illustrated by the following examples:
(1) Additional lead time and other
provisions related to the transition to
new emission standards. See § 1045.145.
(2) More flexible arrangements for
creating engine families for high-performance engines. See § 1045.230.
(3) Assigned deterioration factors.
See § 1045.240.
(4) Waived requirements for production-line testing. See § 1045.301.
(5) Additional special provisions
apply for small-volume engine and vessel manufacturers. For example, see
§ 1045.625 and 40 CFR 1068.250.
(b) If you use any of the provisions of
this part that apply specifically to
small-volume engine manufacturers
and we find that you do not qualify to
use these provisions, we may consider
you to be in violation of the requirements that apply for companies that
are not small-volume engine manufacturers. If your number of employees
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grows to the point that you no longer
qualify as a small-volume engine manufacturer, we will work with you to determine a reasonable schedule for complying with additional requirements
that apply. For example, if you no
longer qualify as a small-volume engine manufacturer shortly before you
certify your engines for the next model
year, we might allow you to use assigned deterioration factors for one
more model year.
§ 1045.640 What
special
provisions
apply to branded engines?
The following provisions apply if you
identify the name and trademark of another company instead of your own on
your emission control information
label, as provided by § 1045.135(c)(2):
(a) You must have a contractual
agreement with the other company
that obligates that company to take
the following steps:
(1) Meet the emission warranty requirements that apply under § 1045.120.
This may involve a separate agreement
involving reimbursement of warrantyrelated expenses.
(2) Report all warranty-related information to the certificate holder.
(b) In your application for certification, identify the company whose
trademark you will use.
(c) You remain responsible for meeting all the requirements of this chapter, including warranty and defect-reporting provisions.
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§ 1045.645 What
special
provisions
apply for converting an engine to
use an alternate fuel?
A certificate of conformity is no
longer valid for an engine if the engine
is modified such that it is not in a configuration covered by the certificate.
This section applies if such modifications are done to convert the engine to
run on a different fuel type. Such engines may need to be recertified as
specified in this section if the certificate is no longer valid for that engine.
(a) Converting a certified new engine
to run on a different fuel type violates
40 CFR 1068.101(a)(1) if the modified engine is not covered by a certificate of
conformity.
(b) Converting a certified engine that
is not new to run on a different fuel

type violates 40 CFR 1068.101(b)(1) if the
modified engine is not covered by a
certificate of conformity. We may
specify alternate certification provisions consistent with the requirements
of this part. For example, you may certify the modified engine for a partial
useful life. For example, if the engine
is modified halfway through its original useful life period, you may generally certify the engine based on completing the original useful life period;
or if the engine is modified after the
original useful life period is past, you
may generally certify the engine based
on testing that does not involve further durability demonstration.
(c) Engines may be certified using
the certification procedures for new engines as specified in this part or using
the
certification
procedures
for
aftermarket parts as specified in 40
CFR part 85, subpart V. Unless the
original engine manufacturer continues to be responsible for the engine
as specified in paragraph (d) of this section, you must remove the original engine manufacturer’s emission control
information label if you recertify the
engine.
(d) The original manufacturer is not
responsible for operation of modified
engines in configurations resulting
from modifications performed by others. In cases where the modification allows an engine to be operated in either
its original configuration or a modified
configuration, the original manufacturer remains responsible for operation
of the modified engine in its original
configuration.
(e) Entities producing conversion
kits may obtain certificates of conformity for the converted engines.
Such entities are engine manufacturers
for purposes of this part.
§ 1045.650 Do delegated-assembly provisions apply for marine engines?
The provisions of 40 CFR 1068.261 related to delegated final assembly do
not apply for marine spark-ignition engines certified under this part 1045.
This means that for engines requiring
exhaust aftertreatment (such as catalysts), the engine manufacturers must
either install the aftertreatment on
the engine before introducing it into
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